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Well here we are, eking out the sheaves once 
more. There's this and that to be said for the 
hopeful heart this go, but it's all a bit distant, 
and could easily be overshadowed by the grim 
realities at home. Little Johnny and his ideals 
are casting an ever-large shadow, what with 
success for him on Jabifuka and the GST. It's 
all a bit bleak, so we need a few bright sparks. 
The ones on offer are a little tenuous so they 
might need fanning . 

George Monbio is a journalist and an activist 
(his articles appear mainly in the Guardian), 
and he and his friends pulled off a brilliant stunt 
a few years ago ( yes, yes we're not exactly up 
to the minute, but it's a good story). George 
discovered that mahogany from Brazil was in 
fact being taken from reserves which had been 
set aside from Amazonian Indians, or as 
refuges for wildlife. Most of this timber was sold 
to Britain. So George and his mates marched 
into Harrods (the giant up market store in 
london) and carried off loads of tables and 
chairs and other mahogany goods. He's still not 
sure how they managed to get the sluff out of 
the shop. 

Anyway they took it all to the locaf Chelsea 
police station, and handed it in as goods stolen 
from the forests of Brazil. The police were 
forced to treat it as a crime, and although the 
goods were eventually returned to Harrods, this 
and similar actions succeeded in cutting 
Britain's use of mahogany by 80% between 
1991 and 1998. As George said, they lost the 
battle but won the war. 

A bit closer to home, PNG has an indigenous, 
non government organisation called Village 
Development Trust, which is providing real help 
for local villagers. 

Over the past fifteen years or so, logging 
companies from Malaysia and elsewhere have 
been convincing villagers to sign away their 
rights to their local forests. With no knowledge 
of the potential dangers or sustainable 
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alternatives, villagers have too often become 
completely dependent on the logging 
companies for work and sustenance. Once the 
forests are destroyed the company moves on 
and the village is left with no income and no 
resource . 

The Village Development Trust aims to first let 
the villagers know Ihe truth , and then provide 
training , ideas, money etc, to start their own 
businesses - Ihese concentrating on 
sustainable forest activity . 

Several villagers have adopted these methods 
and they've seen moderate but unprecedented 
levels of cash flow in. The main focal point is 
the village of Lababia, 60km north of lae. Here 
they have a training centre and guest house, 
built wilh local labour and materials. The 
community gets a cash amount per guest per 
night, plus the training and resources to go 
from strength to strength. 

And did you know you can run a diesel engine
on used cooking oil? You need a converter, but 
according to Josh and Kaia Tickell, who have 
driven their Veggie Van right across the United 
States, biodiesel, as it's called , produces 75% 
less noxious emissions than regular diesel. And 
it smells like chips frying. 

In Europe there are already many servjce 
stations which provide a small percentage of 
biodiesel in their diesel mix - and there are a 
few which have 100% biodiesel options. If 
managed properly, this idea could solve a lot of 
problems. For more info go to 
http://www . veggieva n. orgl 

And our only local contribution is a beauty. 
Tweed Shire Council has produced a • 
Reoonciliation document. with the help of local 
aboriginal groups. We trust this means it's a 
good document and jf so goodonya council. 

So with our embers flickering hopefully in the 
gathering gloom, we ask you to pick up your 
bellows and Blow on II , 

Consuela 
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TOWARDS GREENER HOUSES AND GARDENS 
GREENER PRACTICES IN OUR EVERYDAY LIVES 

A series of workshops will be held by the 
Caldera Environment Centre (C.E.C.) with the 
aim of helping and encouraging local residents 
to adopt greener practices in everyday lives. 
We all realise that there are serious problems 
arising from a rapidly expanding population with 
an increasingly consumerist way of living. What 
can we as individuals, as a community of 
calderan creatures, do to lighten the burden on 
local (and global) ecosystems? 

Some problems are caused, or aggravated by 
intransigent and unimaginative attitudes 
towards change. It is difficult to subvert the 
dominant paradigm, which is largely derived 
from the ideal of the English manor house, 
each set on its own expanse of green grass, 
and made possible by the thoughtless 
exploitation of resources, low fuel costs, and 
cheap ubiquitous motor vehicles. A lifestyle 
promoted by Hollywood and the Californian 
dream. 

To live in a closer, more sharing and 
cooperative way is not easy for Australians, 
growing up in mechanised and motorised 
suburbia , and reared on the myth of the rugged 
individual in the wide brown land. 

A more thoughtful use of resources could 
lighten the environmental load, decrease 
consumption and save money. Houses could 
be smaller. more productive, and more in 
harmony with local wildlife. Nutrients and 
household by products could be recycled , water 
use could decrease, homes could be more 
closely integrated with WOrkplaces and sites of 
food production, citizens could walk and bicycle 
more whilst using motor vehicles and fossil fuel 
less. 

Altruism usually implies a sacrifice of some 
kind, caring and sharing implies less personal 
freedom, but many changes to the status quo 
could result in savings in money, and certainly 
savings in environmental costs. If we want to 
assist in the on going functioning of natural 
ecosystems into the third millenium (and 
beyond) then we must change. 

Sometimes it's simply more fun to try 
something different. 
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Review of some of the topics for the 
WorKshops: 

Town planning as the wise use of scarce 
resources. 
Towards a greener house and garden. 
Minimising waste: Reducing transport costs. 
Dealing with Pollution: Noise, stormwater, 
chemicals etc. 

Conserving and encouraging native vegetation. 
Ecological functioning and management of 
weeds. 
The encouragement and protection of wildlife. 

Water collection and the thrifty use of water. 
Gray water processing - disposal and 
recyding . 
Excreta and organic by-products processing 
and recycling . 
In-organic by-products and recycling and 
disposal. 

The idea of the workshops is both to educate 
and to provide a forum for discussion so that 
we move towards understanding and resolution 
of these fundamental and perennial problems 
of human habitation. 

How can we make everyday functions more 
ecolog ically sustainable? 

Why not come along and have your say; but 
also learn. Paul Hopkins 

Workshop 1 
On site water collection and optimal 
use including disposal and recycling . 

Composting toilets and nutrient 
recycling. 

Speakers: Dr Leigh Davidson -
consultant and lecturer at Southern 
Cross University, Richard Staples 

and Tony Kohlenberg 
CWA Hall Queen Street 

Murwillumbah 
Saturday 181h September 1 Dam 
Morning tea and lunch available 



TWEED VALLEY CONSERVATION 
TRUST FUND 

Both Mt NuUum and Forest Hill have been 
central to the struggle by the Galdera 
Environment Centre to save prominent 
landforms that have both core habitat and 
prime landscape values. Our efforts have not 
been helped by the permissive land uses 
allowed in scenic escarpment zones and taken 
advantage of by cunning developers and 
planners. 

It seems likely that '1ourism~ development will 
not be permitted as an allowable land use 
under the L.E.P. revisions which should come 
before Tweed Shire Council and uHimately, the 
Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning during 
the next few months. 

Forest Hill is in private hands and is for sale 
and should become part of the Cudgen Nature 
Reserve. 

Mount Nullurn is largely in council hands. 
However, the very highest part was crown land 
and was recently declared a nature reserve 
administered by National Parks and Wildlife 
Service. The whole of Mt NuUum precinct 
should become part of the nature reserve 
administered by NPWS. 

The Caldera Environment Centre has a tax 
deductible fund to which donations can be 
made for worthy environmental causes. 

The Tweed Valley Conservation Trust Fund 
could help to pump· prime the permanent 
conservation of places such as Forest Hill and 
Mt Nullum. Undoubtedly there are also other 
portions of land worth acquiring. 

Another suggestion is that , like other charitable 
organisations, professional collectors could be 
employed on a commission basis. 

Any volunteers for this idea? 

Paul Hopkins Co-ordinator 

HEAL THY RIVERS - LIVING BUSA 
SUSTAINABLE VISIONS FOR COASTAL NSW 

Nature eon-v.uon Council of NSW SemhM' Sertes 

After decades of reports and enquiries new 
polid es are emerging to protect our rivers , fish 
and groundwater, manage our vegetation and 
develop ecological sustainable fire 
management. How can we use these reforms 
to strike a balance and develop sustainable 
economies based on healthy rivers and land 
management practices that proted the 
environment. 

This free Nee Seminar Series offers the 
opportunity for citizens of coastal NSW to hear 
and discuss the environment groups viewpoint. 

The Nature Conservation Council of NSW Inc 
(NCG) is presenting a seminar on 

• Native Vegetation Policy 
Peter Wright· Natural Resources Manager 
NCG 

• NSW Water Refonns 

Kalryna Dawson· Coastal Rwers 

Networker NCC 

• Bush Fire Management 
Tanya Leishman - Bushfire Project Officer 

NCG 
• Managing our Fisheries 

Norm Lenehan· Fisheries Networker Nee 

MURWILLUMBAH 
Tuesday 27th July 7·9pm 

Venue: Murwillumbah Community Support 
Centre· Hullum Street Knox Park 
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NOT JUST ANOTHER ELECTION 
.. ___________ ~ ___ ~~E~SOH11;SE~p~m~UBS~R ____________ __ 

Three elections within a twelve month period 
is not something to be looked forward to. Most 
of us who have been involved in the federal 
and state contests are still in recovery mode 
and the prospect of doing it all again on 11 
September is daunting. 

BUT THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT 
ELECTION OF THEM ALl. THIS IS THE 
ONE WHERE WE HAVE THE MOST 
CHANCE TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE. TO 
GET HENRY REELECTED AND PERHAPS 
GET A SECOND 'ENVIRONMENTAL' 
CANDIDATE TO BACK UP THE WORK HE 
HAS DONE OVER THE LAST FOUR YEARS. 

The Green vote increased in the last federal 
election, having gone up in each poll since we 
first ran in '93. More surprisingly we gained a 
full percentage point in the state contest 
despite the local ALP forecast that we would 
be discarded by the electorate because of our 
ethical stance in not supporting either of the 
major parties. They are still steaming over that 
one but now realise we are not some sort of 
ALP 'preference machine' . Our support must 
be earned and the Carr Government didn't 
even make a down payment. 

So now the usual suspects are gathering to 
fight for the upper hand on the Tweed Council 
until 2003. It is not entirely clear at th is stage 
whether the pro-development forces comprise 

one or two teams. The connection between 
the BecklBrinsmead/PolgJase ultra-righi-wing 
faction and the new Bill Bedser group is 
unclear. However. we can be sure they will 
both vote for unrestrained development - if 
elected. Both are backed by powerful vested 
interests who will spend up big to facilitate 
favourable council decisions. 

The alternative is stiU basically Max the Mayor 
as the right marker through the 
Graham/Carrol/Cooper moderate middle to 
Luff the 'Ieftie Lib' with Henry playing on the 
left wing. 

There will of course be other players in with a 
chance, most prominent being our own 
Rhonda James. 

With the Sydney to Brisbane freeway well 
underway and the Coolangatta Airport due to 
become international, the already intense 
development pressures on the Tweed will 
become even greater. 

If the moderate development councillors do 
not maintain control this time, by 2003 it will 
be too late. In simple terms this contest is 
between those who would protect our home 
environment for future generations and those 
who would sell it off for short-term gain with 
no real understanding of what they are doing. 

Tom Tabart 

CALDERA ENVIRONMENT CENTRE 

I 
SPRING FEVER FUNDRAISER 

UK! HALL 
FRIDAY 3'· SEPTEMBER 

Admission $6 Food 6PM Music 7PM 
Music by Irish Rock Band 

Great Food Great Night 
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YOUR LOCAL ENVIRONMENT CENTRE 

General Meeting Tuesday 10 Aug 
General Meeting Tuesday 14 Sept 
Upstairs at the Courthouse Hotel S.30pm 

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT BE THERE 

TREE is published on a quarterly basis and preparation is undertaken during the last week of the 
month. The next edilion will be closing in mid September and available in early October 1999. 
Letters to the Editor and editorials are welcomed. Current local issues are of particular interest, as 
TREE attempts to provide up to date information on Tweed and north coast environmental issues 
and events. 

Advertisements are encouraged for a small fee and may be lodged at the shop. 

Editing and layout is undertaken by Rhonda James (assisted for this issue by Henry James). 

Front cover from Australian Ferns and Fern Allies by D. L. Jones & S. C. Clemesha (Currawong 
Press) 

The editor and committee of the Caldera Environment Centre do not necessarily agree with the 
opinions and comments expressed in TREE. 

Caldera Raffle 

A splendid silver chain has been hand made and donated to the Caldero. Environment Centre by James Tyrie , 
with the instruction that it be raffled to raise funds for Caldera causes. 

James lives in Queensland and works from home. He hand makes gold and silver chains to order, and 
specialises in antique styles. The chain comes complete with a valuat ion certificate authenticating it and 

stating its value at $386.00. 
We thank James s incerely for this very generous and beautiful gift. For anyone interested, James's business 

card is available at the shop. 
Raffle t icket s available at the shop. 

I YOUR MEMBERSHIP IS DUE IN 

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL ENVIRONMENT CENTRE - Act Locally 

CALDERA ENVIRONMENT CENTRE PO Box 5090 South Murwillumbah 2484 
Phone 66 721121 

Become a member of the CALDERA ENVIRONMENT CENTRE and receive your quarterly 
copy of "TREE" magazine. 

Name ... .. ... ... ...... ..... ....... ......... .. .............. ....... .. ....... ................................................ . . 

Address .... .. .............. ........ .. . ......... . ..... ......................................................... . ... ... ... . 

............... ... ..... .............. ......... ... ... . ............ ......... Phone .. .. . ..... ... .... .. .... ... ......... ...... .. . .. 

MEMBERSHIP Single Regular $20 Family Regular $25 
Single Concession $12 Family Concession $15 

DONATIONS of $2 and over are tax deductible 
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